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INTRODUCTION
Many patients with a mitochon-

drial cytopathy also have epilepsy.
In addition, many have abnormal
movements that are not epileptic in
etiology.  Unfortunately, most fami-
lies learn about epilepsy from
painful and emotionally stressful
experiences during the initial seizure
episodes.  Further frustration often
arises in defining what movements
are epileptic seizures and what are
just abnormal movements.

There is little published informa-
tion concerning mitochondrial dis-
ease and epilepsy when they co-
exist.  Although many publications
have described non-epileptic move-
ments in mitochondrial disease, lit-
tle awareness of these movements
exists in emergency departments
and physicians' offices.  In the quest
to arrive at a medical diagnosis,
many parents and/or caregivers go
from physician to physician.  I have
seen many caregivers labeled (at
least suggested in conversations
between health care providers) as
having a psychiatric disorder (histri-
onic personality disorder) or worse
as deliberately injuring their chil-
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dren (Munchausen-by-proxy syn-
drome) for this behavior.  

In this article, I hope to provide
some enlightenment on epilepsy,
seizures and abnormal movements
as they relate to one another in the
context of a mitochondrial cytopa-
thy.  I will try and give some defini-
tions of terms, understanding of pro-
cedures used to diagnosis epilepsy,
practical hints on how to approach
therapy, and tips on what you as par-
ents or patients can do to allow
physicians to take better medical
care of seizure activity.

EPILEPSY VERSUS SEIZURE
Epilepsy, as defined by those peo-

ple taking anti-convulsant drugs or
who have had two or more seizures
in the past 5 years, ranges from 4-10
per 10,000 people in industrial coun-
tries and up to 57 per 10,000 people
in developing third world countries
(Trescher and Lesser, 2000).  Studies
have estimated that 1.5-5.0 % of any
population will have a seizure at
some time in their lives.  These data
suggest that many more people have
seizures than epilepsy.  In addition,

Continued on page 4

Ask the Mito Docs 
and They Will Respond
In the Spring of 2001, UMDF introduced a
new look for its web site and added a fea-
ture called Ask the Mito Doc.  Members ask
questions regarding mitochondrial diseases
and they are forwarded to a mitochondrial
specialist to respond.   The questions and
answers have been very informative and
UMDF felt compelled to share some
responses with all its members (especially
for those who do not have internet access).
Please note that information contained in
"Ask the Mito Doc" is for informational and
educational purposes only. Such informa-
tion is not intended to replace, and should
not be interpreted or relied upon, as profes-
sional advice, whether medical or otherwise.

Responders for this issue: Bruce H. Cohen,
M.D., The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, OH
and Richard G. Boles, M.D., Children’s
Hospital of Los Angeles, CA.

THE QUESTION IS:

I have heard that Depakote  is not
"mito" friendly, but what exactly
does that mean? Is this a theoretical
conclusion, or is this an observed
pattern?  What have been some of
the complications with other mito
patients?

RESPONSE FROM:
BRUCE COHEN, M.D.

There is a great deal of debate about
the use of valproate in those with
mitochondrial disease.  This was dis-
cussed in a lively debate at the 2000
UMDF meeting in Cleveland.  The
transcript of this is available on
audio tape through the UMDF office.
Comments ranged  from "I would
never place a mitochondrial patient
on valproate" to "Mitochondrial dis-
eases are hundreds of different
unique diseases and some patients
can be safely treated."
Conflicting thoughts by experts



Chairman’s Report
As I review the contents of this year’s Annual report I am reas-

sured and confident that UMDF, in its 7th year toward a cure, 
continues on the correct path.  The UMDF Trustees continue their
focus on maximizing the efforts and results of the UMDF member-
ship.  The hard work of many volunteers is reaping tremendous
benefits that continue to position UMDF strategically in its “quest”
toward a cure.

The 5th annual UMDF symposium was held this past June in
Dallas, Texas and is getting enthusiastic reviews.  Feedback from the
professionals as well as the parents has been positive and support-
ive.  While many of us are settled back to our routines, after return-
ing home from the symposium, the UMDF staff is already in the
process of finalizing negotiations with supporting hospitals, hotels,
universities, exhibitors and presenters for the next UMDF symposium. 

UMDF’s greatest achievement this year was meeting its commitment by presenting research
grants totaling $250,000. The grants were awarded to 4 different researchers all recommended by
the UMDF Scientific Advisory Board as qualified recipients with realistic projects having the
greatest impact on mitochondrial disease.   This is our first installment of the $5,250,000
fundraising campaign.  All funds were generated from cash flow representing all the hard work
and fundraising efforts of the members.  The UMDF Trustees work diligently to ensure that the
results of your efforts and hard work are being spent in the most productive and prudent manner.
The next installment “toward a cure” will be $500,000, which will be presented next year in June
at the UMDF Symposium in Pittsburgh.

Please review the UMDF Annual Report to see how many accomplishments have taken place
this past year.  The successes experienced can in no way balance the continued effects of mito-
chondrial disease but they are the building blocks necessary to achieve our ultimate goal- a cure!

There is no secret recipe responsible for the positive growth of the UMDF.  The success of
UMDF is simply the strong focus and commitment of our Trustees to the UMDF mission, their
guidance and perseverance and the continued support and hard work of the members. Simply
stated by Anna Pavlova; "To follow, without halt, one aim: There's the secret of success."

Even though we are experiencing tremendous growth, the reality of the “cure” rests far beyond
the “quest.”  Should we get discouraged?  Absolutely!  Should we give up ... ?

"Look at a stone cutter hammering away at his rock, perhaps a hundred times without as much as
a crack showing in it. Yet at the hundred-and-first blow it will split in two, and I know it was not
the last blow that did it, but all that had gone before." 

— Jacob A. Riis

I won’t give up, will you?

Yours toward a cure

Chairman, UMDF
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include the following:  
1)  Many patients come to diagnosis
of a mitochondrial disease because
they develop life-threatening com-
plications (liver failure requiring
liver transplant) when they are treat-
ed with this medication.
2)  The fatal/life threatening hepato-
toxicity is similar to other mitochon-
drial processes
3)  Many patients with mitochondri-
al diseases are on Depakote and
have no problems.
My own personal practice includes a
number of patients on Depakote
(valproate) without a problem and a
handful that have suffered near-fatal
events.  The risk seems to be clearly
increased in young children previ-
ously treated with inducing anti-
convulsants (ask your doctor which
are and are not inducing drugs), and
those on more than one anticonvul-
sant.  It is not clear if close monitor-
ing of liver function can really 
prevent the liver problem..... the
issue of stopping the medicine if
liver problems arise is one of "too 
little too late."

THE QUESTION IS:

How does mitochondrial disease
affect the brain, and cognitive func-
tion?  How common is it to see a
child with mitochondrial disease
that is quite bright?

RESPONSE FROM:
RICHARD BOLES, M.D.

As all cells and organs require ener-
gy, mitochondrial disease can affect
almost any part of the body.
However, because of their very high
energy requirements, nerve and
muscle, and especially brain, are
affected more often than other parts
of the body.  Mitochondrial disease
can affect any part of the brain,
resulting in many possible problems
that can occur in any combination,
including mental retardation, learn-
ing disabilities, autistic features,
depression, attention deficit,
seizures, loss of balance (ataxia),
floppy muscles (hypotonia), tremor,
and many others. Many physicians
have the opinion that all individuals
with mitochondrial disease are men-
tally retarded.  Many are, but many
are not.  The truth is that any level of
intelligence is possible ranging from
gifted to profoundly mentally retard-
ed.  Personally, I have evaluated sev-
eral individuals with mitochondrial
disease that are "bright"; usually
they suffer overall from mild to
moderate disease.

THE QUESTION IS:

Can Mitochondrial Cytopathy be
aggravated by Chiropractic treat-
ment?  or can Mitochondrial
Cytopathy affect chiropractic
results?

RESPONSE FROM:
BRUCE COHEN, M.D.

I would not imagine that most mito-
chondrial symptoms would be
aggravated by chiropractic treat-
ment.  However, mitochondrial dis-
orders are highly variable and
although I assume that chiropractic
treatment includes manipulation
and massage; there may be other
treatments I am not aware of.
Likewise, Chiropractic treatments
may result in improvement of some
symptoms of mitochondrial disor-
ders, such as pain or stiffness.
Unfortunately, the field of chiroprac-

tic medicine is still a "black box" to
most of us allopathic doctors (M.D.s)
and osteopathic doctors (D.O.s).  I
have had patients with pain,
headaches, backaches and so forth
benefit from chiropractic treatment.
Many chiropractic doctors focus on
nutrition and exercise, which is very
reasonable as long as it does not
involve therapies such as chelation.
(However, many mito doctors are
criticized for using supplements
such as carnitine and CoQ10).   Like
any medical care, you need to
choose your doctor with care.   If a
patient wishes to use chiropractic
treatments, I do pick up the phone
and speak with the other doctor to
make sure we are on the same page.

Ask the Mito Docs
Continued from page 1
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Epilepsy, Abnormal Movements, 
and Mitochondrial Cytopathies
Continued from page 1

the data show that both are com-
mon medical problems.  So what is
the difference between epilepsy and
seizures?  Epilepsy is a condition in
which multiple seizures occur as a
result of persistent abnormal brain
function, whereas seizures may only
happen once during a person's life-
time.  The latter person would not
be considered as having epilepsy.
Having only a single seizure might
be due to trauma, medications, ill-
ness, etc and therefore not the result
of persistent abnormal brain func-
tion.  This is an important point to
remember when filling out health-
related documents.

What about convulsions with a
fever?  Are these seizures considered
epilepsy?  The clinical events are
actual seizures but the condition is
not epilepsy in many cases.  The
National Institutes of Health consen-
sus statement defines a febrile
seizure as "an event in infancy or
childhood, usually occurring
between 3 months and 5 years of
age, associated with fever but with-
out evidence of intracranial infec-
tion or defined cause" (Consensus
Development Conference on Febrile
Seizures, 1981).  Thus, both age and
absence of underlying brain abnor-
malities are emphasized.  The con-
sensus statement also implies the
reason for not calling this condition
"epilepsy" as affected individuals are
not predisposed to recurrent afebrile
(without fever) episodes.  The occur-
rence in the mitochondrial popula-
tion remains to be elucidated.
Anecdotally, both Dr. Bruce Cohen
of the Cleveland Clinic Foundation
(personal communication) and I
(unpublished data) believe that a
higher percentage of children with a
mitochondrial disease have febrile
seizures compared to their counter-
parts without the disease.  This may
be because children with a mito-
chondrial cytopathy may have an
underlying neuronal function 
abnormality.  

TYPES OF EPILEPSY
There are a variety of epilepsy

types.  Epileptologists try and group
common signs and symptoms of
patients into syndromes.  A syn-
drome would include seizure symp-
tomatology, electroencephalography
(EEG) findings, medical history, neu-
rologic and physical findings, neu-
roimaging, and metabolic and
genetic testing.  There is currently
much debate concerning redefining
the classification of the epilepsy
types.  The important parameter for
you to know, and one that will likely
not change, is that the basic classifi-
cation stratification is based on the
definition of electroclinical syn-
dromes: localization-related or focal
epilepsies, and generalized epilep-
sies.  Focal epilepsy would be char-
acterized by seizures where the first
clinical and EEG changes indicate
the initial involvement of one hemi-
sphere or region.  Generalized
epilepsy would be characterized by
seizures having the first clinical and
EEG pattern changes involving both
hemispheres (Commission on
Classification and Terminology of
the International League Against
Epilepsy, 1989). 

Both focal or localization-related
epilepsies and generalized epilepsies
are further divided into the classifi-
cations of idiopathic, symptomatic,
or cryptogenic.  Idiopathic is defined
as those epilepsies that occur in the
setting of normal neurological sta-
tus, with seizures that begin in
childhood or adolescence and lack
any clear cause.  Symptomatic
epilepsies are those that involve
abnormal neurologic or psychologi-
cal findings and diffuse or multifocal
brain lesions.  The term cryptogenic
refers to those epilepsies presumed
to be symptomatic but have
unknown cause.  Most patients with
a mitochondrial cytopathy and
epilepsy would fall into the sympto-
matic epilepsy classification.  

The group of mitochondrial
patients with epilepsy that Dr. Bruce
Cohen and I follow would be classi-
fied as focal or localization-related
epilepsy.  We have over 70 patients
with epilepsy and only approximate-
ly 30% had generalized epilepsy,
with 10% of these patients having
infantile spasms.  This latter epilepsy
type is a very special type of infant
epilepsy syndrome.  Based on this
data, I believe that the majority of
mitochondrial cytopathy patients
with epilepsy may have focal, symp-
tomatic epilepsy.  Most of the
remainder of mitochondrial patients
with epilepsy would be classified as
having generalized, symptomatic
epilepsy.  The above data was pre-
sented at the UMDF-Dallas
Symposium 2002.   

TYPES OF SEIZURES
Seizures can be thought of as the

clinical manifestation of an electri-
cal storm in the brain. Because
seizures are one of the major defin-
ing parameters of epilepsy classifica-
tion, it follows that they are also
classified as being partial (focal or
localization-related) or generalized.
Partial seizures are those where the
first clinical and EEG changes indi-
cate initial activation of a system of
neurons limited to part of one cere-
bral hemisphere.  One group of par-
tial seizures is defined by the event
occurring without loss of conscious-
ness.  This is called a simple partial
seizure.  A second group of partial
seizures is defined by consciousness
impairment during the seizure.
When consciousness is impaired,
the seizure is called a complex par-
tial seizure.  The impairment of con-
sciousness may be the first clinical
sign or a simple partial seizure may
evolve into a complex partial
seizure.  A third group of partial
seizures is defined by a partial
seizure, either simple or complex,
evolving into a generalized tonic-
clonic convulsion. 

Generalized seizures are events in
which the first clinical changes indi-
cate initial involvement of both
hemispheres.  Consciousness may
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be impaired and this impairment
may be the initial manifestation of
the seizure.  The EEG findings are
initially bilateral (both hemispheres)
and are thought to reflect wide-
spread neuronal discharges in both
hemispheres.  If there are abnormal
body movements involved, then
these are usually bilateral.

In small children, it is difficult to
fully assess if the child has an
impairment of consciousness during
a seizure.  This is especially true in a
child with cognitive disabilities.  As
you can understand, the formality of
seizure classification breaks down
when young children and infants are
taken into account.  There is a
movement underway to try and
develop more meaningful seizure
classifications for infants and young
children.  

There is also a type of seizure that
cannot be classified.  This is not
selective hearing loss by teenagers
or husbands.  We place seizures in
this group when inadequate or
incomplete data concerning the
seizure event occurs.  Also included
in this group are some neonatal
seizures that defy classification,
such as infant chewing or jittering
movements.  

In my experience, patients with
mitochondrial cytopathies fall into
all three types of seizure classifica-
tion groups: partial, generalized, and
unclassified.  Although I have not
calculated exact numbers yet, I think
the most common seizure type is
generalized, myoclonic seizures.
This type of seizure is defined as a
sudden, brief (< 1 sec), shock-like
contraction, which may be general-
ized (whole body) or confined to the
face and trunk or to one or more
extremities, or even individual mus-
cles or groups of muscles.  I have
seen seizure types from simply the
loss of consciousness to generalized
tonic-clonic seizures.  There have
been several patients who have only
body tremulousness or jittering
movements.  It is important to note
that each seizure event is correlated
with an abnormal EEG finding.

PAROXYSMAL NON-EPILEPTIC
EVENTS

When abnormal movements
occur without EEG or abnormal
brain electrical events inducing
them, we call these movements
paroxysmal non-epileptic events
(paroxysmal=spontaneous; non-
epileptic=not induced by abnormal
EEG activity).  These events are very
troubling to emergency room physi-
cians, epileptologists, caregivers and
families.  This is especially true for
patients with a mitochondrial
cytopathy.  Why do I say this?  

Mitochondrial disease can pro-
duce abnormal movements.  These
can be both epileptic seizures and
non-epileptic movements.  Let's ini-
tially talk about epileptic seizures.
Seizures are repetitive abnormal
movements that reoccur over time.
They are unpredictable and their
frequency can vary over a given time
Seizures usually occur without
warning, unless a preceding aura
occurs before loss of consciousness.
By definition, aura occurs before
loss of consciousness and for which
memory is retained afterwards.  For
the most part, within a given patient
the types of seizures remain con-
stant in their expression.  So, in a
patient having a stable seizure type,
it would be uncommon for a change
in seizure type to occur.  However,
we know that occasionally seizures
change and a patient develops a
new seizure type.  When the latter
event has occurred, the physician
would characterize the new seizure,
hopefully with an EEG, and either
change the dosage or the type of
medication, or both.  When a known
seizure type begins to recur, we will
often check medication levels to
note if changes in the level of med-
ication(s) are allowing breakthrough
seizure activity. 

Patients with a mitochondrial
cytopathy can have abnormal move-
ments that are not seizures.
Examples would be tremor, body jit-
teriness, chorea, athetosis, and
hemiballismus.  These movements
do not have an EEG correlation, in
other words, they are not caused by

detectable EEG abnormality.  All
these types of abnormal movements
can occur repetitively, which can
look like a seizure event.   Generally,
physicians do not treat these move-
ments with anti-seizure medica-
tions.  In fact, paroxysmal non-
epileptic movements can occur with
epileptic seizures in the same
patient.  

The dilemma occurs when a
mitochondrial cytopathy patient
develops a new repetitive move-
ment.  Is this an epileptic seizure?  I
can tell you that I have gone to the
emergency room many times during
the middle of the night to see a
mitochondrial patient with a seizure
or what is thought to be a new
seizure type.  I would call the EEG
technician to come into the hospi-
tal, perform an EEG, and discover
that the event was not a seizure but
only a new abnormal movement.
However, what happens when the
physician is not familiar with your
child or does not understand mito-
chondrial disease or epilepsy?   I
have seen too many patients being
started on new (additional) seizure
medication, or even worse-the
patient is sedated, paralyzed, intu-
bated, and life-flighted to the near-
est major hospital without a medical
investigation.  Seizures can be life-
threatening and many emergency
physicians do not have the capabili-
ty of arranging an EEG in the middle
of the night and having a trained
epileptologist read the EEG.  So, the
intensity of medical management is
understandable.  

What can you as the caregiver do
to encourage proper investigations,
to ensure proper medical treatment?
The first thing is to have a good
working relationship with the pri-
mary health provider of your child.
Hopefully, it is a physician knowl-
edgeable in the medical manage-
ment of seizures and mitochondrial
disease.  A quick phone call can
forestall a major medical procedure.
You should maintain a written
description of all the known
seizures, a list of all seizure medica-

Continued on page 6
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United Way and You
Many companies require United Way
giving - why not take this as an
opportunity to support UMDF and its
new 5 year grant initiative. Start off
by asking the employees you work
closely with and maybe they'll help
spread the word.

How to Make it Work . . .
The United Way campaign in your

local area is designed to meet a
diversity of health and human care
needs. You may give an unrestricted
gift and, in some areas, you may 
designate UMDF as the recipient of
your gift to United Way. Contact your
local United Way office to find out if
there is a DONOR CHOICE program
in your area. We have received funds
from a variety of communities through
the Donor Choice program and
appreciate being included in this
effort.

We will acknowledge each gift
received unless otherwise indicated
or if no address is provided.

Simply complete the appropriate form 
(available through your employer) 
as follows:

United Mitochondrial Disease
Foundation

8085 Saltsburg Road, Suite 201
Pittsburgh, PA. 15239 
Phone (412) 793-8077 

Fax (412) 793-6477
Attention: Toni Beasley

Matching Gifts . . . 
Your gift could be doubled!

Does your employer participate in a
Corporate Matching Gift Program?  
If so, your gift could be doubled.

Please obtain the appropriate form
from your comptroller or personnel

office using the same contact 
information as you would for a 

United Way designation.

Epilepsy, Abnormal 
Movements
Continued from page 5

tions (the doses and the most cur-
rent drug levels), and past seizure
medications that your child has
taken.  This will help prevent treat-
ing a non-epileptic movement, over-
dosing on medications and using
previously failed medications.  You
should have a medical emergency
plan that has been set up with your
physician for the possibility of a new
seizure or breakthrough seizure.
This should include criteria for using
rectal valium, calling 911, and the
names to be called in case of an
emergency.  

Most of you know that many
physicians do not know about or
understand mitochondrial disease.
The initial diagnosis has been made
only through your hard work and
persistence.  I congratulate you on
how well you have overcome stiff
obstacles.  However, the same traits
that finally resulted in your son,
daughter, or loved one to be diag-
nosed with a mitochondrial cytopa-
thy are the same traits that many
emergency room staff and some
physicians might consider histrionic
or "Munschausen".  In other words,
you are trying to get attention or
seeking medical care that is not
needed, usually for your own bene-
fit.  Most of us who have taken care
of mitochondrial cytopathy patients
understand your travails and do not
think twice about the persistence
needed to adequately care for your
child or loved one.  However, this
heartfelt concern is not widespread
in the medical community.  So, your
understanding and teaching about
mitochondrial disease needs to be
tempered in knowing that you prob-
ably know more about mitochondri-
al disease than the physician and
staff who is treating your son or
daughter. 

CONCLUSION
Many patients with a mitochondr-

ial cytopathy have epilepsy.  Our

data suggests that about 30-40% of
the mitochondrial cytopathy popu-
lation have epilepsy (unpublished
data).  I am not aware of any publi-
cation demonstrating co-existent
data on paroxysmal non-epileptic
events or abnormal repetitive move-
ments.  My opinion is somewhat
biased as I am a pediatric epileptolo-
gist.  However, I think that seizures
need to be characterized by EEG and
video, if possible.  [If you have a
video recorder, it is great to have
video of abnormal movements or
seizures for us to review].  By know-
ing what is an epileptic seizure and
what is not, we can be certain that
we are treating seizures and not just
events.  Also, we can adjust medica-
tions appropriately.  As many of you
already know, the process of diag-
nosing what is an epileptic seizure
and what is not can be a frustrating
experience.  It is very important that
you as a caregiver know how the
seizures look, the medications, doses
and serum levels of medications,
and what medications have failed in
the past.  This information is needed
for us to give your son or daughter
optimal medical care.  This is a lot of
work, however, the gain in quality of
life is well worth it.   
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Fundraisers

Pittsburgh Golf Outing Raises over $40,000 and Roasts 
UMDF Chairman, Chuck Mohan

The Fifth Annual Golf Outing raised over $39,000 on June 22 - taking the
annual event's total to over $163,000 since its beginning in 1998.   The 2002
event also scored its first Hole In One winner - Mr. Art Schake walked away
with a 2002 Buick Rendezvous, courtesy of Hamilton Buick, GMC, Mazda &
Subaru of Irwin, PA.  

During the evening dinner, a special "Roast" was initiated through one of
the golf event coordinators.  Special guests, Dr. Bruce Cohen and long time
friend, Jim Antis, "educated" the attendees on the life of Mr. Charles A.
Mohan, Jr. and his continued dedication to the UMDF Mission. 

Sandy Turi, Chuck Mohan and Julie Hughes congratulate Mr. Art Schake on his
skillful winning of the 2002 Buick Rendezvous.

2nd Annual Tierney Holiday Golf
Tournament 

On December 20th, 2001, Tierney
Communications of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, raised $1,081 during
their 2nd annual office golf tourna-
ment.  Each hole was developed
with a distinctive theme.  For exam-
ple, our Yellow Pages group set up a
hole called "Let Your Putter Do the
Walking" where the entire hole was
outlined in phone directories.
Creativity and difficulty was the
common theme of all the holes and
less than 5% of the participants
scored under par.  

The donation of $1,081 was real-
ized via greens fees and hole spon-
sorships.  Each participant was
required to pay a minimum greens
fee of $5 prior to playing the course.
Sponsors included, but not limited
to, WPVI-TV (ABC), Clear Channel
Outdoor and Traffic Pulse Radio.

Tierney employee putting his way
through Mac and PCs.

Festival Booth
Hope and Keith Barnhill, of the South

Carolina Support Group (which is led by
Karis Mott), raised awareness and over
$200 at an information/donation booth
during a local festival in honor of their

son Joshua as well as all the other 
families affected by mito.  

2nd Annual Kites for Kristen Raises over $5,700
The week of May 13-17, children at St. Daniel

the Prophet School in Chicago, IL, were asked
to make a donation to the UMDF and in return
they were given a paper kite to decorate.
According to Pat Charleston, Kristen's mother,
some children were real good artists while oth-
ers wrote inspirational messages for Kristen.
Anyone who donated were allowed to "dress
down" on Friday in colorful clothing.    One of
the fifth grade classes won the grand prize for
donating the most money and enjoyed a hot
dog lunch.

In her letter to the home office, Pat noted
that "I don't consider myself an outgoing per-
son but after the San Diego conference in 2001,
I felt that it is my mission in life to help my
daughter and all others afflicted with Mito dis-
ease so I gave fundraising a try and yes, I'm proud.  Knowing that I'm doing
all humanly possible makes this disease a little easier to deal with."  She's
already got the okay for the 3rd Annual Kites for Kristen.  We're proud of you
too Pat!

Kristen and Pat Charleston
continue to soar with their
Kites for Kristen fundraiser to
benefit UMDF.
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Fundraisers

Hearts Full of Hope Cookbook Sales Continue
This is a special cookbook with 602 recipes submitted by our very own mito

families, friends and relatives across the states. Some recipes are in honor or
memory of loved ones.  The spiral bound, laminated hard cover book includes
over 100 inspirational sayings, information about mito disease, and each cate-
gory divider has a special poem.  Again, we thank  Tishcon Corporation for
generously funding one half the cost to reprint 1,500 more books which
means more profit to support the UMDF mission!   Get your orders in now for
Fall and Winter holidays and any special birthdays that you have coming up!

To order your cookbook(s), please contact the chapter nearest you or the
national office at 412-793-8077.  The cost is $15.00 plus $2 shipping and han-
dling (Shipping will be higher for orders taken outside the US/Canada).  Order
forms are available via the UMDF web site or the national office.

Sweet Tomatoes Restaurant
Fundraiser Brings in over $2,600

Due to personal injury, Lori
Camaiani took the year off from her
annual Megan E. Camaiani 5K Mito
What? Walk/Run.  However, through
the efforts of Julie Clare, an energetic
17 year old friend of the family, over
$2,600 was raised on June 5, 2002 at
a Sweet Tomatoes Restaurant in
Coral Springs, Florida.  Julie wanted
to do something to continue the
Camaiani's fundraising endeavors
for the year 2002 and contacted the
restaurant to get the ball rolling.

Robyn, Josh and Rachel Camaiani strike
a pose at the Sweet Tomatoes
Fundraiser.

Heidi’s Wine Tasting Another Success
After last year’s wine tasting event, Norma Gibson said that her daughter

Heidi would be looking over her shoulder counting every penny in 2002 and
we’re sure that Heidi has a smile on her face — the Wine Tasting raised $6,244
this past June and she was probably counting those pennies!  To all of Heidi’s
family and friends — thanks for keeping her memory alive through this very
special event!

Raffle Benefit for Little
Emily

Debi Plesko and her
friend Jodi organized a
Raffle Benefit for Little
Emily (Plesko) and as a
result of this benefit,
$1,500 was donated to
UMDF in honor of 
Debi's 4 year old 
daughter, Emily. Thank
you so much Pleskos 
and to Grandma Evelyn
Perry! 

Evelyn Perry  (in wheelcahir) with her family 
walked One Step Closer to a Cure in Honor of Emily
(front row center).

4-H Club Freedom Farmers
The Freedom Farmers 4-H Club bagged groceries

on July 6th at the Pick-n-Save grocery store in
Ironton, Ohio.  The club raised over $750 for UMDF
and raised awareness of the disease by passing out
over 400 UMDF pamphlets.  The club donated the
money in honor of Jordan Gresham and made him
an honorary 4-H member.  Keep up the great work
Freedom Farmers!

Freedom Farmers 4-H Club with Jordan sitting on his 
mother’s lap (Kristi Gresham) on their 4-H parade float.
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Fundraisers

For her 8th birthday,
Grace Thomas asked
her friends and family
to donate to UMDF in
honor of her brother,
Gabe Thomas. Grace
is center holding
UMDF sign - Happy
Belated Birthday
Grace and please
thank all your friends
and family for the
$675!

Jeans Day Charity
Through the leadership involve-

ment of UMDF member, Jody Czako,
the Columbus office of BISYS Fund
Services in Ohio selected UMDF for
their June Jeans Day Charity.  Each
month, one Friday is chosen when
associates can wear jeans in
exchange for a donation to a variety
of charitable organizations that are
recommended by associates.  The
"Jeans Day" raised $850 to benefit
UMDF!

Letter of Love

As you can see I have
donated $10.  This $10 is
for my little cousin Ryan
(Meade).  He died at age 4
because of this disease.
This money is in memory of
my smily little cousin.  I will
try and send at least $10
a month.  Thank you for
your attention.   Have a
good day.

Sincerely,
Megan Talley

ThankYou ...
to the Individuals and Organizations who helped make the 
UMDF Mito-Dallas 2002 Symposium possible

The Dallas 2002 Mito-What? Party!
A combination of efforts and generosity from many individuals and the 
following major contributors to the Mito-What? Party! provided the majority
of the funding for the UMDF Mito-Dallas 2002 symposium:

And to all of the Speakers, Professionals and Volunteers who 
donated countless hours: Many, many thanks!

Pat and W. Dan Wright
TXU Communications
Joy and Craig Lentzsch
Lester Levy, NCH Corp.
Risa and Jay Bender, M.D.
The Hoglund Foundation
Marsha and Dale Clark
Sally and Forrest Hoglund
Jane and Jerry McManus
Karen and Les Alberthal
The Mike A. Myers Foundation
Kay and Elliot Cattarulla

Emily and David Corrigan
Linda and Hal Firlotte
Locke Lidell Sapp, LLP 
Mary Hodge
Anne and Bill Montgomery
North Texas Spine Care
Southwestern Medical
Foundation
Medora and Bill White
Roberta and Jack Williamson
Nancy and Randy Best

Many thanks to these underwriters of the 2002 UMDF Symposium:

The Hoglund Foundation
The Eugene McDermott Foundation
Medical City and the North Texas  
Hospital for Children

Sigma Tau Pharmaceuticals
Tishcon Corporation
Medical City Dallas 
Greyhound Lines

Advanced Technology
Program, NIST
Exceptional Parent
MegaEasy Computer
Sigma Tau Pharmaceuticals
Texas Talking Books Program

Tishcon Corporation
Tomato Face Foods
Vitamix Corporation
W.B. Saunders
Zevex Incorporated

Exhibitors:

Charity Softball Tournament
With the assistance of Dr. Andrea

Gropman and the Tri-state
Mitochondrial Support Group, the
Physiotherapy Associates of
Columbia, Maryland, raised $1,200
during a charity softball tournament
on June 22, 2002.  According to Jared
Goldstein, MPT, the event was orga-
nized as a result of his phenomenal
experience working with Peter
Lubelcyzk, a young boy with possi-
ble mitochondrial disorder. "When
our clinic wanted to do a charity
softball tournament, it was a no-
brainer to raise money for this foun-
dation.  I hope to make this an
annual event, to bring attention to
this disorder."



Individuals, families, caregivers, researchers and physi-
cians helped "Turn Up the Power" this past June by
attending the 5th International Symposium on
Mitochondrial Disease. In one weekend, over 30 speakers
caught the attention of eager attendees seeking new infor-
mation and all walked away with just a little more -
whether it was new information, a new network of sup-
port (new friends), resources, or maybe just the feeling
that they are not alone in their battle against
Mitochondrial Disease.

The Scientific Meetings attracted doctors from all over
the world and topics seemed to be well received by those
in attendance. One doctor emailed the home office and
stated that "The symposium is a powerful stimulant; I
came home with a ton of new ideas!"  If every researcher
walked away from the meeting with such a feeling, imag-
ine the progress that can be made in the upcoming years.

The Family Meeting attendees gave the symposium an
overall "thumbs up."  Those new to the conference scene
and our veteran attendees enjoyed the many opportuni-
ties to network with physicians and other families. Most
were very receptive to the new meeting format - offering
two separate tracks - and hope to see this continued in 
the future.

The biggest hit, as a new addition, was the “Doctor is In.”
During the session breaks, doctors were stationed at a
booth to answer questions from individuals and families
and the line was constant for these wonderful physicians!
Special thanks to all the doctors who shared their exper-
tise with the families at the “Doctor is In” booth.

Audio Tapes are available for each session, including the
Scientific Meetings. Video Tapes are available for a select
few of the sessions.
For order information please contact:

Strong AV Productions, Inc..
417 Vista Noche Dr.
Lewisville, Texas  75067
Ph/Fax (972) 316-0678 

Order forms are also available at the UMDF office and
website at www.umdf.org.

If you were unable to attend the Mito-Dallas 2002, we
encourage you to purchase your tapes today. The home
office also has a limited supply of syllabi from both the
scientific meetings and the family meetings. Contact us at 
412-793-8077 for order information.

2002UMDF Mito-Dallas 



Future UMDF Symposia
We Want to Hear From You!

Your life has been severely compromised by Mitochondrial Disease and you want to
better arm yourself to provide the best care possible for yourself and/or your loved
ones.  The UMDF Board of Trustees has approved the continuance of symposia
because it is one of the single most important venues to educate families and 
physicians as well as provide a strong atmosphere for networking and support.  
To better serve you, we would like your feedback on topics of interest as we plan for
future conferences.

Please indicate ideas for future session topics:

Please suggest names of doctors or other medical professionals to invite to future
symposia as a speaker and kindly include contact information for the suggested 
speaker(s):

How have you heard about the past meetings?

Mailed brochure _____ Newsletter _____ Internet _____

From a friend _____ From your physician  _____  

Other (Please specify):______________________________________

Please complete this form and send it to UMDF, 8085 Saltsburg Road, Suite 201,
Pittsburgh, PA  15239.  Or fax it to us at 412-793-6477.  An online form is also 
available via the website at www.umdf.org.

UNITED MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE FOUNDATION
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PATRON $5,000 - 9,999
In Support of the Mito Dallas 2002
Conference

Medical City Dallas Hospital
The Eugene McDermott Foundation
Mitochondrial Research Society

GUARDIANS $1,000 - 4,999
In Memory of Emma Grace & Thomas 

Christopher Montgomery
Arizona Rangers-Phoenix Company

In Honor of Carly Platt
Stan & Carole Davis

In Memory of Tyler Riff Ferguson
Nancy and Craig Ferguson

In Honor of Zachary & Samuel
Juhlmann

Mary Fischer
In Honor of Hannah & Emma Bruder
and Jordan & Arielle Cohen

Dr. Martin & Norma Markowitz
In Memory of Linda M. Rice

Joe & Patricia Rice
In Support of the Mito Dallas 2002
Conference

Children's Medical Center of Dallas
Daniel  J. Smith, Inc.
Design Directions of Dallas
Medical City Dallas Limited
Mitochondrial Medical Society

SUSTAINING $500 - 999
In Honor of Robert "Bobby" Arnold, Jr.

Daughters of Penelope
In Honor of Duncan Bender

Mark Biller & Associates
In Honor of Hannah & Emma Bruder

Johnson & Johnson Family of 
Companies

In Honor of All The Children
Lori & John Bird

In Honor of Erik & Juliana DeArce
Mr.& Mrs. Paul DeArce

In Honor of Michaela R. Gaetjens
Kenneth & Rebecca King

In Memory of Joshua Brady McDonald
Breitburn Energy Company, LLC
Reliable Equipment Rental, Inc.

In Memory of Gina Marie Mohan
Mr.& Mrs. Daniel Monaco

In Honor of Mary Quincy Parsons
Jerry & Jane McManus

In Honor of Baylee Thompson
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.

In Honor of Jonah Oakes Walker
Patricia and Charles Walker

In Support of the Mito Dallas 2002
Conference

Greyhound Charter Sales & Service
PepsiCo Foundation

SPONSORING $300 - 499
In Memory of Andrew David Bishop

Kimberly-Clark Foundation
In Honor of Kristen A. Charleston

Kiwanis Club of Archer Road Youth 
Foundation

Thanks To Our Contributors
The United Mitochondrial Disease Foundation wants to thank the many people who have 
made contributions that will support our initiatives. 2-26-02 to 7-8-02

In Honor of Kristen & Katherine Chung
Linda Grodin

In Honor of All Affected by
Mitochondrial Disorders

Joe & Suzanne Marous

SUPPORTING $50 - 299
In Honor of Cooper Adelstein

Dr. & Mrs. Gerald Adelstein
Stevenson Oladeji

In Honor of Peter Andersen
Robb & Ellen Andersen
The Winston-Salem Foundation

In Honor of Robert "Bobby" Arnold, Jr.
Donald Patacca, DDS
Cathy Poznik

In Honor of Jenny Ball
Kathy Roberts

In Honor of Duncan Bender
Kathy & David Bauman
Blackstone Carpets
The Stephen F. and Rosalind F.

Black Phil. Fund
Mr.& Mrs. Herman Morris

In Memory of Kevin Blosky
Keith W. Bauer
Michael & Ella Havrilak

In Honor of Hannah & Emma Bruder
Marlene & Howard Novasel

In Honor of Jacob Bube
William & Kerri Waddell

In Honor of Bradley Burgener
James & Julie Ellison Grainger
Barbara Pauley

In Memory of Megan Camaiani
Mr.& Mrs. Gary Nachman

In Honor of Kristen A. Charleston
CNA Foundation

In Honor of All The Children
Joseph L. Bird
Margaret Bird
Leslie & Barbara Friedman
Mr. James Leeder
Motherwear, Inc
Mark L. Munzer

In Honor of Sean Mackenzie Clark
Richard & Pamela Bradfield
John & Diane Clark
Susan M. Zimmerman

In Honor of Jordan & Arielle Cohen
Marlene & Murray Klanfer

In Memory of Heidi Marie Daniel
Norma Daniel Gibson

In Honor of Erik & Juliana DeArce
James & Beth DeArce

In Honor of Brianna Dobke
Walter & Phyllis Dobke
Roger & Gloria Klinter

In Memory of Bridget Flanagan Fanoe
Mary Haas & David Lansford

In Honor of Bailey Craig Ferguson
Calvin & Shirley Riff Billings

In Memory of Logan Ferrari
Boston Foundation-Polaroid Fund

In Honor of Zachary Friedberg
Leslie Akst
Liberty HealthCare Mgmt., LLC

In Honor of Michaela R. Gaetjens
Barbara & Ruth Andersson
Jim & Dawn Brown
Kathy & Skip Carr
Barry Gass
Nicholas & Jeanne Smith

In Honor of Anna Aguiar Gauderer
Dr. Maria Cecicia Aguiar Gauderer

In Honor of Susan Greenblatt
Warren & Shirley Deutsch
Susan Greenblatt & Steven Guberman

In Memory of Lee Jordan Henrikson
Mary A. Stiles

In Honor of Rhys Aaron Hirsch
Rebecca Gepner
George & Joan Hoffman
Pamela & David Marmar
Sarah Weiss

In Honor of Daniel J. Howe
Dr. & Mrs. Robert E. Howe

In Honor of Katelin & Kelsie Hunter
Sammi Contreras

In Honor of Jacob Jennis
Mark Jennis

In Honor of Tad Jonik
Agnes Holt

In Honor of Zachary & Samuel Juhlmann
Sean E. Russell

In Honor of Jordan Kalick
Mrs. Melanye Cravey

In Honor of Jacob A. Kamens
Elizabeth & Matthew Kamens

In Honor of Morgan Kozuch
William Kozuch

In Memory of Sarah Elizabeth Langer
David and Theresa Langer

In Honor of Grayson Lewis
Janise Lewis

In Honor of Caroline Elizabeth Lyman
Arlene & Gary Miller
James Sislo

In Honor of Austin Manz
Ms. Helen W. Grace

In Memory of Joshua Brady McDonald
Norbert & Tonia Buss

In Honor of Heather N. McGovern
Kenneth & Karen (Adams) Feld
Duane & Janet Herbst
John Kruger
Marie & Robert McGovern
Robert Mitchell

In Honor of Kristen Elizabeth McGuire
Charles & Barbara McGuire
Mr.& Mrs. Elmer A. Schnupper
Darren & Beth Spenler

In Honor of Patrick McLeod
Jodi Melton

In Memory of Kayley McManus
Elspeth Gray

In Memory of Ryan Meade
Peter & Karin Meade
Marjorie Sexton, MD

In Honor of All Affected by
Mitochondrial Disorders

Carol Alley, M.D.
Charter Communications
David & Kathy Eissman
Mrs. Chandrika Gunasekera
Ann & Mark Helfrich
Elizabeth R. Hodges
Merck & Co., Inc.
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Pittsburgh Post Gazette
Anne Tramposh
Carl & Maca Tyler

In Memory of Gina Marie Mohan
Leslie & John Azzara
William & Kathryn Baker
Gary Bluestone
Leslie K. Boyer-Heilman
Rita, Heather & Hope Caldwell
Chelsea Grille Golf League
Joe & Renee DiMatteo
Gateway Swimming Boosters 

Association
LaRusse Distributing Company, Inc.
John Regan
Jeff & Sherril Sboray
Ray & Lois Weaver
Rand Wortman

In Honor of Henry Owen Mulvey
Dorothy and Gordon Mulvey

In Honor of Mary Quincy Parsons
Catherine Cloft

In Honor of Nicholas Pisani
Mary & Matthew Pisani
Mr.& Mrs. Paul Scasino & Family

In Honor of Amanda Nicole Polsky
Alan & Elaine Montgomery
Process Facilities, Inc.

In Memory of Carolyn Russell
Charles and Karen Andresen
Bryan & Betty Flaherty
Jeremy Fryberger
Steve Goldfine & Ilene Levin
Johnson-Wilson Constructors
Christine King
Chuck & JoAnne Parsons
Matthew & Beth Ann Parsons
Jason & Anna Tanski
Kathryn Young

In Honor of William Ryan
Rosemary Godschalx

In Memory of Angus Scrivener
Venita Kent-Basham
Alastair & Dorothy Scott

In Honor of Sharon Shaw
Mike & Alice Sherburne

In Honor of Shelly Family
Jeanne M. Koelle

In Honor of Paul Shubeck
The Andrew J. Salthouse Family

In Honor of Matthew Southern
Owens & Minor

In Honor of Max Sweeting
Dick & Terry Orgel

In Honor of Gabe Thomas
Ronald & Elizabeth Miller

In Honor of Baylee Thompson
Nationwide - Community Programs 

Office
In Honor of Cameron Tritsch

Linda & Don Meisling
In Honor of Zeth Ullman

David & Kathleen Stoddard
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In Honor of Noah Varcadipane
Gale Gravois
Vincent & Darleen Lockwood

In Memory of Ronald Paul "RJ" Victor, II
Debra Victor

In Honor of Lora Wasielewski
Rose Mary & Raymond Wasielewski

In Honor of Haley Wojciechowski
Walter & Celeste Giraitis & Family
Walter & Ann Wojciechowski

FUNDRAISERS AND EVENT
CONTRIBUTORS OF $50 OR MORE

96,000+ 
Ohio Chapter's 1st Annual "One Step
Closer To A Cure" Walk/Run

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Abbey
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Adams
John & Jenny Adams
Kevin & Daryn Adelstein
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald Adelstein
Howard, Anne & Jonna Adelstein
Dr. Steven, Betsy & Mira Adelstein
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Alaimo
Andrew & Susie Alexander
A. LoPresti & Sons, Inc.
Stephen & Joan Archer
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Arnold
Carmen Arrigo
Miller & Brenda Arritt
Aventis Pharmaceuticals
Joe & Janet Balogh
Bark at the Moon Graphics Studio
Dave & Lisa Bates and Family
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Bauters
Ms. Kathy Becker
Dan & Ann Becks and Family
Jon & Yvonne Belding
Greg & Lori Betz
B.L. AIR LLC
Christine & Tim Birkmeier
Betty Blaha
Bob & Mary Bowen
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Brlas
Broadview Back Clinic
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Brown
Ellen & Joseph Buscemi
Mr. Marc Byrnes
Calfee, Halter, Griswold, LLP"
Mike Carano and Family
Nancy Carter
Bill & Linda Catino
Mr. & Mrs. Cavanagh
John & Ann Marie Cavanagh and 

Family
Mr. & Mrs. James Ceislak
Century 21-Sweyer & Associates
Chapic Homes, Inc.
Leslie Clarke
Cleveland Air Traffic Control Center
Bruce & Judith Clink
Don & Linda Cochran
Bruce & Elizabeth Cohn
Corporate Technologies Group, Inc.
Adam Covitt/Federal Equipment Co.
Tim & Beverly Crist
Cuini & Panichi, Inc.
DBA American Vault Co.
The Daddario Family
Steve & Barbara Darlington

Ms. Lisa Knoop
Pat & Ron Koss
Ron & Charlotte Kovach
Dr. Jed & Janet Kuhn
Paul Kully
Joyce Laine
David & Jodi Lancaster and Family
Charles & Sara Leonard
Rob & Tracey Levine
Little Feet Preschool
Dr. Dean & Gwen Louis
Lucky Shoes
Fred & Ann Lyman  
Lund Management Co.
Mark & Barbara MacGregor
Lori & John Macko
Beth & Chuck Manchick & Family
Ms. E. Mancuso
Mr. Hank Marotta
Michelle Marshall, MD and Staff
Chris & Gina Martin
Mike & Carol McDonnell 

and Family
Dell McKenney & Family
Media Pro, Inc.
Metro Toyota
Heidi & Tim Mihalik
Gary & Arlene Miller
The Mindala Family Foundation
Scott & Jen Minor
Molisana Italian Foods
Joe & Theresa Morvay
Alex & Heather Morrisette
Ms. Susan Murphy & Sally Klotz
Mr. & Mrs. Chris Najda
Jim & Jill Nelson and Family
Northcoast Infusion Therapies, LTD
Ohio Policemen's Benevolent

Assoc.
Daniel & Elizabeth O'Neill
Michael & Tracy Otelsberg
Jerry & Carol Owens
Paramount Distillers, Inc.
Sam & Judy Parris
The Party Station
Mr. and Mrs. W. Patterson
Pepsi
Premier Restaurant Management
Pres. Daughters of Penelope
Janice Perry
Mr. Sam Petros
Dr. Mark & Jennifer Pinto
Dave & Sue Pristic and Family
Michael Pytlak
Jeff Resnick
Tom & Marcy Reto & Family
Rich Riley
Roadway Express
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Roberts
Fred & Nancy Robertson
The Rubinstein/Silver Family
Jeff & Tracy Ruby and Family
Ms. Kathy Rutter
Ann Starr 
Bev & Norm Schaber
Ralph & Luci Schey
Mike & Micki Sequin
An Evening of Jewelry/In Honor of 
William Ryan - New England 

Chapter
Edna Accardo-Walls
Sarah Beir
Bonnie Brinker

Dave's Supermarket
Mr. Harlan Diamond
Jim & Teresa DiBernardo
Digital Dukes Mobile DJ Services
Sabrina & Richard DiMichele
Gerald & Donna Doyle
Duvin, Cahn, & Hutton
Drs. Tex & Kristie Durgin
Eagle Industries
Eaton Corporation
Bill & Ardis Ehman 
Marj Ehman
Executive Caterers at Landerhaven
Tom & Sarah Fallahee
Mr. & Mrs. John Favret
Federal Equipment Company
Ferrum Industries
Fidelity Access
The Floor Show
David & Elizabeth Foster
Allan & Sandy Foster
Woody Fox
English & Michael Frame
Liz France
John & Carol Freeman
Gaeta Interiors, Inc.
General Nutrition Centers (GNC)
Rolly & Kathy Geyer
Maria Giallanza Salon &Spa
Marie Goetz and Family
Dominic & Kathleen Gonella
David & Missi Gottlieb / Edward 

Jones Investments
Mr. & Mrs. John Gray
Mr. Jay Habig
Linda Hahn
Hair Innovations, Inc.
Brett & Carol Harney and Family
Mr & Mrs. Sanford Harris
Doug & Christina Heilig Heinen's 
Jack, Cheri and Greg Heisser 
Joe & Patty Heisser 
Larry & Linda Heisser and Family
Roy Hogan
Dr. Brent & Ann Hollenbeck
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Hoppel
Greg & Connie Hutchison and 

Family
ID Card Sytems, Ltd.
Integrated Marketing
Dr. & Mrs. Victor Ippolito
Steve Jacobs 
Michael & Lana Jacobson
James B. Oswald, Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Jevnikar
Dr. Brian & Laura Jewett
The K Company, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Kachelein
Debbie & Steve Kaufman & Family
Dave and Pat Keiser
Kindrich-McHugh
Craig & Denita King
Kenny & MaryAnn King
Mr. Ken Kitson
Klein's Pharmacy
Dr. Kevin & Terri Klimek
Gretchen & Mike Klinginsmith
Mr. & Mrs. John Klipfell
Klotz Bros. Plumbing, Heating, & 

Air Cond.
Keith, Jody and Abigail Keller
Mr. Edward Klotz
Ms. Barbara Klotz

Sandra & David Criss
Leslie Cutler
Mark & Laura Dinapoli
Pamela & Thomas Gaither
Robert & Ilisa Gheewalla
Shannon Kelly Gilmour
Joannes & Suzanne Grevelink
Carolyn Hintlian
Paulette & John Howe
David & Kathryn Ilsley
Eileen Mitchell
Scott & Nancy Powers
David & Brenda Reishus
Ann & Anthony Ryan
Mary and Tim Ryan
Watch Hill Investments, Inc
Debbie Welch

$300 
Cans for Ashley

Randall & Sandra Anderson

$443 
Casual Day/Kristin McGuire

Great River Medical Center

$1,220 
Charity Softball
Tournament/Physiotherapy Associates

David & Lynn Gray
Physiotherapy Associates

$30,825 as of 7-8-02 
3rd Annual Cleveland Golf Outing
Stan & Carole Davis

Alson Jewelers
American Greetings
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Babbush
Dr. Ronald Bailey
BMW Cleveland
Herbert & Helen Braun
Judy and Jerry Chalfin
Karen Dillon
Larry & Barbara Edelman
Dr. & Mrs. Merle Frankel
Ed Friedman
Alan Grossman
Hemisphere Development LLC
Dee and Robert Herman
Bill & Jody Hodges
Lynda & Don Insul
Kilgore Trout
Jennifer Lyman
Lois Marcus
Dr. Martin & Norma Markowitz
Dr. Stuart Markowitz
Maxim Crane Works
McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal & Haiman 

Co., L.P.A.
McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal & Liffman 

Foundation
R.S. Miller
Mr.& Mrs. Robert M. Mirvis
Marsha & Michael Noller
John and Bonnie Osher
Kathy Ozan
Red Maple Inn
Kay and Mel Resnick
Retina Associates of Cleveland
Marc & Joan Rubinstein
Barbara & Richard Schreibman
Lee Seidman
State Industrial Products
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Jeffrey Stockfish
Joe and Judy Sturman
The William Schecter Family Fund
Morton Weisberg

$39,000+ 
5th Annual Pittsburgh Golf Outing

A.R. Bobick Excavating
Elizabeth H. Ahearn
Anderson Interiors, Inc.
Mr.& Mrs. James Antis
Aqua Filter Fresh, Inc
Avalotis Painting Contractors
Belmont Auto Sales, Inc.
Bill Grill Exterminating, Inc.
Bill Merola Plaster Drywall & 

Insulation
Biondi Motor Company, Inc.
Gary Bluestone
Bob Bolewitz
David Boncek
Leslie K. Boyer-Heilman
Bruschetta's Restaurant
CIS Office Installers & 

Refurbishers, Inc.
D&D Office Supplies, Inc.
Ann and James Dalton
Day Apollo
John A. DiCecco
Joe & Renee DiMatteo
Dr. Dina Dipiazza-Toner
Donald and Janice Doerfler
Evelyn & James Downey
DWM Grocery Ltd.
Wayne & Denise Earl
Emery Forwarding
Fiore Food Service, LLC
Frohlich Enterprises, Inc.
Frank B. Fuhrer
G. Kidd, Inc.
Kenneth Gress, Jr.
Grummich Enterprises, Inc.
David Hackbart
Bruce T. Hall, CPA
Phil & Beth Halter
Tom Hillman
Horizon Press
Julie Hughes
Huntley & Huntley Operational 

Services, Inc.
Infiniti Real Estate Services, Inc.
Innovative Office Environment
J & N Sunseri Produce
Julius L. & Libbie B. Steinsapir 
Family Foundation
Thomas M. Kalkstein, D.C.
Keystone Closing Services, LLC
Kurt Kharouf
George & Evalyn Kirk
KMA/Pittsburgh, Inc.
Del & Marge Kreiser
LaCava's Italian Market
James Lomeo
Jeff Madia
Martin Mallitt
Massung Poultry Sales
Megre Corporation
Charles & Adrienne Mohan

Mohan's Restaurant
Mr.& Mrs. Daniel Monaco
Monroeville Mall
Kevin & Joy Moore
Danny Moy
National City Foundation
Nesbit's Lanes, Inc.
Jeffrey O'Connor
Melinda O'Toole
Parkway Tavern
Patrick T. Lanigan Funeral Home
Penn Fixture and Supply
Penske Truck Leasing Co
Christopher Peta
Plate Erectors
Preferred Licensing Services, Inc.
Paul & Paula Quinn
John Regan
Michael Restano Heating & Cooling
Kristen Restori
Rite-Way Tool Co., Inc.
RMC Vending
S & T Bank
Santori & Peters
Art Schake
ServiceMaster
Seubert & Associates, Inc.
Sierra West Express, Inc.
Stelmack, Dobransky & Eannace, LLC
Edward & Wilda Suroviec
Eric J. Susany
George & Kathy Svilar
Richard Telford
The Breadworks
The Monteverde Group, LTD.
Thermo King of Pittsburgh
Stuart W. Valen
Wealth Mangement Strategies, Inc.
Webb's World of Fitness, Inc.
Wissahickon Spring Water, Inc.
Mark Zappala

$1,340 as of 7-8-02 
2nd Annual Olivia Steele Memorial Golf
Outing

Northeast Oral Maxillofacial
BAX Global, Inc.
Elford, Inc.

$675 
Grace's Birthday/In Honor of Gabe
Thomas

Steven & Elaine  Ehrlich
James & Angela Burkhart
Douglas & Jenifer Endicott
Steven & Julia Fernandez
Mark & Mary Kristo
Jeffrey & Ann Meunier
Mary & Bob Thomas
Richard & Jennifer Vaughan

$798 
Jeans Day/BISYS Group

BISYS Group, Inc

$6,370 
Kites for Kristen/St. Daniels/Charleston
and Byrne School Dress Down Day

Donna & Edwin Borowiak
Mr.& Mrs. Stanley Bozek
Ron Brumfield
James & Patricia Bruton
Russell & Patricia Charleston

Ed & Mary Ann Czuma
Michael & Ginny Emmett
Family Chiropractic Care Service 

Corp
Friends of Mike Zalewski
Terrance & Helena Holz
Thomas & Pamela Kennedy
William & Raymond Milton
Michael M. Byrne Elementary 

School
Mr.& Mrs. Sam Signore
James Sircher
St. Daniel The Prophet School
Robert & Mary Stanek
William & Gina Stopka
Dr. Thomas Swierkowski
Alena & Andrew Szlachta
Helen Szymanski
Gerald Valenti

$140,000+ 
(Donors from 2-26-02 to 7-8-02)
Mito-What? Party!
Music Mystery and Magic

A-G Promotions
Emily Baldridge
John Barake
Dave & Paula Barrial
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence S. Barzune
Dr. Jay & Risa Bender
James L. Bolton

$6,068 
3rd Annual Mito What? 
Ski A-Thon/Michaela Rae Gaetjens

Paul & Regina Batson
Bellevue Search, Inc.
Karen Bengtson
Sandra Bernier
Margaret and Robert Brown
Daniel Calcaterra/DBA Hub 

Contracting
Ann Marie and Bernard Carroll
F. R. Carroll, Inc.
S. G. & Ruth Carroll
Clark Associates
Chris & Mark Coburn
Cyro Industries
D. Round Trucking, Inc.
Clayton & Virginia Dillo
Edward & Suellen Doggett
Rex & Denise Douglass
Kate Eastman
Foglio, Inc.
Paul Gaetjens & Family
Dorothy Graham
Joshua Graham
Ryan Hedstrom
J.P. Carroll Fuel Company
Kerry and Joanne King
Nancy King
Raymond & Ethel King
Patricia McAvinn Krzywicki
Leon Libby
Limerick Mills Outlet, Inc.
Gary and Gail Lind
Steven & Laura Marchessault
Meridian Search Group
Jeffrey and Linda Nielsen
Karen Norton
Nancy Pond

Response Metrics
School Street Inc./ Back Street 

Grill
Spencer Press, Inc.
Paul & Jenn St. John
Victoria Vermette & Brian Cabral
Andre & Joanne Vermette
Elaine Vermette
Gregory Vermette
Phillip & Theresa Vermette
Dawn and John Whitney

$437 
Mohan Car Cruise

Ron & Donna Miklos
Mohan's Restaurant

$1,118 
Plum Faculty Bowl-a-thon/UMDF

Martha Freese
Plum Borough Sr. High School
Ronald & Lynn Wolfe

$17,000+ 
Southern California Chapter 
Golf Outing

Al & Fran Baker
Debbie and Glen Bickerstaff
Gary & Sue Carter
Emma Lou & Jack Cooper
Bob & Linda Cooper
Robert & Christine Cooper
Steven & Sandy Cooper
Frank & Debi Connelley
D'Angeleo
D & T Manufacturing
Dave Van Epps
Jack & Patty Gordon
First Team Real Estate,
Terri Newland & Mary Henderson

Jack Keegan
Kristen & Gabriela Kennedy
Frank & Christine Kundanis
Ron Kurstin, Smith-Cooper 

International
Bob & Marion Latta
Kurt Massie
Mo's Restaurant
Performance Group
David & Jackie Peterson
Eunilda & Moises Pirmejo
Prime Fabrication & Supply
Jeff Rachel
Diane Gonzalez & Lisa Ramos
Hormoz Redjai
Scott Taylor
WHCI Plumbing Supply
Linda Wong
Vavoulis & Associates, Inc.
Dave Van Epps

$1,592 
Tierney Holiday Golf Tournament/
Maggie Watson

Gary & Rose Curtiss
Michael & Barbara Guglielmo
Tom & Susan Thoren
Tierney Communications
Gary Turner

Thanks
To Our Contributors
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Atlanta Area Support Group
Contact: Dan Dahl
Email: dahldenise@hotmail.com
Atlanta, GA

Australia Support Group
Contact: Tara Collyer
Email: tarac@powerup.com.au
Kingston, Queensland, Australia

Central Ohio Support Group 
Contact: Shawna Steele
Email: ssteele817@juno.com
Columbus, OH

Indianapolis Support Group (NEW) 
Contact: Sue Ann Bube
Email: sbube@comcast.net
Indianapolis, Indiana

South Carolina Support Group 
Contact: Karis Mott
Email: karismott@yahoo.com
Columbia, SC

Kansas City Area Support Group
Contact: Heidi Harmon
Email: bzyHeidi1@aol.com
Kansas City, MO

Kentucky Support Group
Contact: Melissa Tritsch
Email: matritsch@aol,com
Georgetown, KY

Canada - Ontario Support Group
Contact: Valerie McGarry
Email: vmcgarry@attcanada.ca
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Tri-State Mitochondrial Support Group
Contact: Andrea Gropman, M.D.
Email: GropmanA@ninds.nih.gov
Bethesda, MD

New York, Western area 
Contact: Angela Geising
Email: angelageising@yahoo.com
Buffalo, NY

New York, Southern area 
Contact: Beth and James DeArce
Email: drc@infomine.net
New Paltz, NY

Southern Ohio Support Group (NEW)
Contact: Jennifer Cooper
Email: madmolmom@fuse.net
Cincinnati, OH

Virginia Support Group
Contact: Shelby Hawthorne
Email: whhawt@erols.com
Williamsburg, VA

Michigan Support Group
Contact: Ann Clark
Email: clarkak@tir.com
Detroit area, MI

Florida Support Group (NEW)
(Rays of Hope) 
Contacts: Christine Golden

Laney Newell
Email: Goldenfamily5@aol.com
Melbourne, FL

Pacific Northwest Support Group
Contacts: Terri Mason

Cathy Akins
Emails: momalboe@hotmail.com
Emails: thomasakins@home.com
Portland, OR

Western PA Support Group
Contact: Tracy Lengyel
Email: info@umdf.org
Pittsburgh, PA

Arizona Chapter 
President: Karen Lipps
Email: AZChapter@umdf.org
Phoenix, AZ

Delaware Valley Chapter
President: Maripat Shelly
Email: DelValChapter@umdf.org
Philadelphia, PA

New England Chapter 
President: Bill Shea or Eileen Mitchell
Email: NengChapter@umdf.org
Boston, MA

New Mexico Chapter
President: Laura Owen
Email: NMChapter@umdf.org
Albuquerque, NM

New York Metro Chapter
President: Joe Rice
Email: NYMetroChapter@umdf.org
Long Island, NY

Ohio Chapter 
President: Jennifer Lyman
Email: OHChapter@umdf.org
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio (Cleveland area)

Southern California Chapter 
President: Sharon Shaw 
Email: SCalChapter@umdf.org
Orange, CA (Los Angeles area)

Wisconsin Chapter
Email: info@umdf.org
Milwaukee, WI 

New Groups are trying to form in Florida, 
Illinois, Texas and Northern California. 

Anyone interested in these areas or wish 
to start a group in another area, 
please call us at 412-793-8077 

or email at info@umdf.org

CHAPTERS

SUPPORT GROUPS
$250 
Tomato Face Foods

A & B Cuisine, LLC

$6,155 as of 7-8-02 
Wine Tasting 2002 in Memory of 
Heidi Marie

Michelle & Ben Abreu
Richard Arneson
Austin Betty & Ernest
Zoeann Barbier 
Norma Bartolomei 
Laura Bazzani-Cash 
Kelly Boesel, CAH
Evelyn Broaddus 
Bob & Patty Burke 
Butow Organic Vineyards
Patricia A. Caouette 
James & Carol Connerton 
Diana Cornell 
Costless 
Nina Curtis 
Phyllis Davis 
Downey Management
Mark & Lisa Downey
Sarah & David Downey 
Richard & Ellen Edson
Norma Daniel Gibson 
Laurence & Patricia Hartley
Vernon & Linda James
Judy Johnstone 
Robert Johnstone 
Richard & Laura Johnstone
Kathleen Jones 
Michael & Cindy Kelley 
Leslie Keys
Richard & Bobbye La Malfa 
Jill & Greg Lolonis
Ulysses & Jofrid Lolonis
Tim & Joanna Marsh
Michele & Patrick McBride 
Mike & Kathie McBride 
Jeff & Tami Mee 
Mona & David Mechling
John P. Medaris
Lucien Melanson
Mendocino Stage
Larry Nixon 
Pacini Wines
Darlene Peck 
Carol Peterson 
Susan & Daniel Pollesel 
LaRee & Robert Rogers 
Diane and Ronald Rucker 
Jim & Cindy Thompson 
Robert Scaglione 
Shirley & Tom Schott
Jack & Kathy Starback 
Ronald Talbott & Eileen 

Crowell
Allan & Dolores Toivonen
Bonnie Tuso
Tana K. Uriarte 
Whaler Vineyard Winery
Igor Zbitnoff 
Frank "Joe" & Yvette Zelle
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Many adult patients with Mitochondrial Cytopathy
are hesitant to go to the emergency room for acute
problems associated with mitochondrial disease
because of negative, even damaging, experiences.
Mitochondrial Cytopathy symptoms often do not 
quite fit the classic models for typical emergency room
problems.

Chest pain does not test like either a classic heart
attack or the usual alternative of uncomplicated gastric
reflux. A request for specific pain relief medication for
intense headache instead of medications usually helpful
for migraine can be seen as an attempt to obtain con-
trolled drugs illicitly. A busy physician may interpret
extreme weakness as a psychiatric problem and pass the
patient on to a social worker rather than ordering
screening tests. Change in consciousness may be seen as
probable drug abuse. Movement disorders may be treat-
ed as seizures leading to inappropriate prescriptions
and in some parts of the USA mandated Department of
Motor Vehicle notification and loss of driving privileges. 

Russell P. Saneto, DO, PhD and Bruce H. Cohen, MD
in Management Strategy for Acute Illness in Patients
with Mitochondrial Cytopathy, list the following indica-
tions to seek emergency medical attention:

• Unexplained or excessive fever
• Alteration of usual level of cognitive function
• Confusion, excessive sleepiness, excessive crying
• Vomiting
• Loss of appetite
• Rapid breathing
• Abdominal pain

Even for more typical Emergency Room visits involv-
ing injuries or acute infection, differences in metabolism
can require modifications in treatment. The patient or
caregiver, along with the primary care physician, should
develop a plan for how these illnesses will be
approached ahead of time.

In addition to their own health concerns, many adult
Mitochondrial Cytopathy patients are caregivers for
family members with mitochondrial disease and need to
be prepared to help them get appropriate and timely
medical attention too. 

The Mitochondrial adult group submitted the sugges-
tions described below.  Because of the nature of mito-
chondrial disease, not all suggestions will fit everyone,
so please work with your own physician, specialists, and
caregivers to help make preparations that are appropri-
ate; then hope and pray that they are not needed.

There can be positive outcomes from emergency
room visits. This may be the first opportunity for your

physician or other qualified medical personnel to exam-
ine you during a "bad spell" or crash.  This may help to
manage your disease better or lead to a better diagnosis.

EMERGENCY PROTOCOL LETTER
The patient and the primary care physician, in coordi-

nation with consulting specialists, can prepare an emer-
gency protocol letter much
like the examples on the Fatty Oxidation Disorders web

site (http://www.fodsupport.org/child_sick.htm links in
the lower right column). Print one and take it with you
for your next appointment and ask your physician to
develop one for you.

WALLET CARD
Sandra Sirrs, MD, FRCPC, Adult Metabolic Diseases

Clinic, Vancouver General Hospital, British Columbia rec-
ommended preparing a card containing the following
information:

Name 
Diagnosis 
Address 
Phone 
Emergency contact 
Family doctor and phone 
Medications and daily dosage 

AN EXPLANATION OF 
MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE

"Mitochondrial Disease is a genetic disorder involving
areas of the body with high energy requirements (CNS,
skeletal musculature and cardiac muscle). Mitochondrial
disease can affect all body systems and can lead to acute
symptoms such as seizures, early stroke, peripheral neu-

Mito Adults Corner 

Dealing with 
Emergency Treatment
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ropathy, cardiomyopathy (heart failure and conduction
block), Fanconi syndrome, intestinal obstruction and
diabetes. These problems can be worsened by general
anaesthetic or surgical stress."

EMERGENCY ROOM SURVIVAL KIT
Assemble materials and keep them in a sealable plas-

tic bag in an obvious place (taped to the refrigerator, for
example) so that it would be available for paramedics.
Think one for your vehicle and a small one for your wal-
let or purse. Make sure both your major caregiver and a
reliable friend have one of your Emergency Room
Survival packages. 

KEEP THE INFORMATION CONCISE
• Emergency Protocol Letter
• Copies of recent laboratory reports
• Up-to-date list of medication and dosages
• Nonprescription medications such as the vitamin 

"cocktail"
• A listing of next of kin designates and contact 

information, resuscitation orders
• Money for telephone calls
• Your name, address and telephone number
• Your health insurance information
• Anesthesia chart (see excerpt from 

Dr. Cohen's article available at the UMDF office)
• MedicAlert card, which will contain Primary Care 

and Specialist names and contact information
• List of contraindicated medications

MEDICALERT
MedicAlert is a multinational organization, which

maintains a database of clients' names, addresses, tele-
phone numbers, date of birth, and identifies them by a
member number. Members wear a bracelet or necklace
and carry a card. Emergency responders are trained to
identify the emblems and contact Medic Alert (although
patients should be aware that there is no legal obligation
for emergency personnel to look at the tag). A collect call
to the MedicAlert Emergency Hotline (for emergency
personnel only, at 209-634-4917) can provide additional
information including:

• Full contact details for primary care and specialist 
physicians 

• Full contact details of emergency contact individuals  
• Allergy details 
• Any special information, e.g. extreme reactions to 

specific products or foods or MALIGNANT  
HYPERTHERMIA hotline and details 

• Medication details including dosages 
• Health Provider details

You can join on-line at the MedicAlert secure Internet
web site http://medicalert.org/ or use their 
inquiries@medicalert.org e-mail address.
MedicAlert forms are also available from doctors' offices, 
community health agencies, and pharmacies.

Canadian MedicAlert Foundation
250 Ferrand Drive, Suite 301
Toronto, Ontario M3C 3G8 
416-696-0267 or 1-800-668-1507

United States MedicAlert Foundation
2323 Colorado Avenue
Turlock, CA 95382
209-668-3333 or 1-888-633-4298

People with Mitochondrial Cytopathy should include
the specific disorder name if known (e.g. MELAS), other
diagnosed secondary disorders (e.g. diabetes type ll), pre-
scription medications used to treat both primary and sec-
ondary symptoms including dosages as well as the
Mitochondrial Cocktail (coenzyme Q-10, riboflavin,
Carnitor, etc.) supplements. 

Work with your physician as to what “cautions” should
be listed with MedicAlert, such as anesthesia, medica-
tions, etc.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
Instruct a trusted friend or caregiver who can accompa-

ny you to get the emergency room physician's name and
telephone number then inform your Mitochondrial
Cytopathy specialist of the situation. This person should
also have the names and contact information for other
members of your care team (neurologist, endocrinologist,
physiologist).

Add your current height and weight to the information
to help determine dosages. This is important for children,
but adults with Mitochondrial Cytopathy can experience
extreme weight changes.

Medical directives listing next of kin designates, resusci-
tation orders, and treatment protocols can be filed with the
local hospital and an attorney.  Unfortunately, emergency
room files are often made up without accessing the main
facility's medical record archives, and the attorney may not
be in his or her office at the moment the patient arrives in
the emergency room. Therefore copies of this information
(in your kit) could prove helpful the next time you find
yourself visiting an ER.

This Adults Corner was provided courtesy of the collab-
orative effort of the following individuals: Tara Collyer,
Kathy Graff, Denise Gregorich, Pat Kniel, Brenda Shanley
and Jean Sheperd.

UMDF at WORLD CONGRESS ON DISABILITIES

The UMDF will present a booth at the 
Third Annual World Congress & Exhibition on Disabilities 

on October 3-5, 2002 at the Orange County Convention 
Center in Orlando, Florida. 

All UMDF members are welcome to stop by. 

Look for us at the 
Non-Proft Exhibitors area in the exhibit hall!
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Let the Buyer Beware
By Ken Cooper, M.D., M.P.H.
Founder/CEO, Cooper Clinic, 

Dallas, Texas

I know that I am "preaching to the choir"
when I speak to UMDF about the impor-
tance of vitamin supplementation.
Obviously a well-balanced, nutritious diet
that includes ample servings of fruits and
vegetables is the foundation for optimal health,
but I feel that the right combination of vitamins and minerals is
also essential to properly maximize what your diet provides.  

One of the biggest problems though is being able to trust what you buy.  Unfortunately
because of DSHEA, the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of 1994, it's virtual-
ly impossible to know for sure that what it says on the label is what's inside the bottle.
Instead of treating nutritional supplements like prescription drugs, they are classified as
foods, which means there is little scrutiny, if any, involved before products end up on the
shelves.  The Food and Drug Administration has minimal resources to counter the incredi-
ble lobbying efforts of the nutritional supplement industry.  

Here is how Dr. Christine Lewis Taylor, director of the FDA's Office of Nutritional
Products Labeling and Dietary Supplements, explains the problem, "We have very few
field staff and no budget at all to compile the kind of proof that would stand up in court."
That clearly is something that needs to change but I don't foresee any substantial
improvements in the near future.

SOME VITAMIN TIPS
Here are some things to keep in mind regarding vitamins.  First of all, they work syner-

gistically, not independently.  For instance, vitamin E is a very powerful antioxidant but is
much more effective when combined with proper amounts of vitamin C.  Vitamin C works
to "invigorate" vitamin E.  If you take E without C you will not get the best "return on your
investment."  

Mixing and matching your supplements can be counter-productive if you don't know
what you are doing.  That is why we suggest you find a good multivitamin that already
contains the proper levels of the key nutrients you are 
looking for.

Be sure to take your vitamins with meals.  That will ensure the best absorption of the
fat-soluble vitamins, which are A, D, E, and K.  Those are the vitamins that the body can
store, which means you should be careful not to go over the Tolerable Upper Intake
Levels, or UL's, established by the National Academy of Sciences.  You should not have a
problem unless you are "mega dosing."

The water-soluble vitamins, such as vitamin C and the B vitamins, cannot be stored in
the body.  They will simply pass through the system much like a glass of water. That is
why we recommend that you take your vitamins in at least two doses (with breakfast and
dinner), to ensure that you maintain the proper levels in your system throughout the day.   

Always look for a natural, rather than synthetic, vitamin E.  Natural E, which comes pri-
marily from soy, is about sixty percent better absorbed than is synthetic vitamin E, which
usually comes from petroleum by-products.  How can you tell?  Not by the label, but by
the fine print on the back.  The scientific name for vitamin E is alpha-tocopherol.  Natural
vitamin E will be listed as d-alpha-tocopherol.  Synthetic vitamin E will be listed as dl-
alpha-tocpherol.  You want the "d," not the "dl."  Some people think of it this way, "d"
stands for delivers, and "dl" stands for delivers less.  Natural vitamin E is more expensive
than synthetic but is well worth the investment.

Editor's Note:  This article does not constitute the endorsement by the UMDF of Cooper
Vitamins or any other vitamin company.  Your purchase of any vitamin is at your 
discretion.  Please consult with your physician prior to making any changes to your or
your child's vitamin therapy.

Chapter

Activities

Rock-A-Thon
Students at Ripon College Alpha

Delta Pi Sorority and Theta Chi
Fraternity decided to help us find a
cure through a fund raising effort
they conceived.  The students col-
lected pledges to sit in rocking chairs
in front of a local store in the small
town of Ripon, Wisconsin.  While
there, signs were made and addi-
tional pledges were collected to also
raise awareness totaling over
$800.00.  This gesture endured the
hurdles associated with most
fundraising efforts and then some....
the weather did not cooperate and
the students braved wind rain, sleet
and snow to "redefine hope".  Their
determination to help promote our
mission was a resounding statement
of their character.   We are thankful
for their friendship and support and
look forward to our future together.   

Cajun Fest

BRIGGS & STRATTON "Blues
Busters" Provided Power to help us
find Energy for a cure 

Our good friends and family
served UMDF and Beer in exchange
for a financial contribution

Cajun Fest is a celebration based
on the Louisiana bayou tradition of
family and community gathering for
a good time.  Our families, friends,
the Metropolitan Milwaukee Nights

WISCONSIN CHAPTER
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Chapter

Activities

NEW YORK METRO

CHAPTER

Tickets for the "Vacation Toward a
Cure" raffle went on sale June 1st and
will continue through October 27th
when the drawing will be held.  The
grand prize is a five-night vacation in
Florida for a family of four.  American
Airlines donated roundtrip airfare
from any airport they serve in the
continental USA.  Walt Disney Co. has
donated passes to their parks for
three days.  Accommodations in a
condominium are being donated by
the O'Hara family (friends of the
Rices).  Raffle tickets cost $5 each or a
book of 6 tickets for $25.  Anyone
interested in purchasing tickets or in
helping with the sale of this event,
please email us at
NYMetroChapter@umdf.org or call us
631-862-8975.  

The drawing for this event will be

From left to right, John DiCecco, Chuck Mohan, Mark Fleming, Patricia & Joe Rice,
Gina Dudgeon, Angela & David Nunno, Sandra Rice and Richard Bruns at the 2001 NY
Metro Wine Tasting event.

held at the Wine-Tasting Dinner
scheduled for October 27, 2002 at
Café Testarossa in Syosset, NY.
Tickets for the wine-tasting dinner
will be on sale in August.  We have
acquired additional space for this
year's dinner so we can, hopefully,
accommodate all who would like to
attend.  Since this was a sold-out
affair last year, we recommend mak-
ing your reservations early.  We will

take names on a reservation list and
forward your tickets as soon as they
become available.  The price is $75
per person.

On October 6, 2002,we will have an
informational booth at St. James Day
on Lake Avenue in St. James, NY.
Raffle tickets and wine-tasting dinner
tickets will be on sale there for any-
one who has not purchased them yet.
Cookbooks and Mito-bears will be on
display and orders will be taken.
Stock is available; orders will be filled
immediately.  Informational booklets
and pamphlets about mitochondrial
diseases will be available.  Please stop
by the booth and say "hello".

Our next meeting is scheduled for
August 24th at The Manhattan Club,
200 W. 57th Street, New York City.
Please email or call us if you are able
to attend so appropriate meeting
space will be available.The chapter
meets six times yearly.  Please visit
the web site or watch your mail for
chapter updates.  If you have not
received our questionnaire and
would like to keep receiving updates
form our chapter, please email,
phone or write us at
NYMetroChapter@umdf.org, 
631-862-8975 or UMDF NY Metro
Chapter, 1 The Hunt, St. James, NY
11780.  We are also in need of 
volunteers to help with some of these
projects.

Kiwanis, and Briggs and Stratton
Employees rallied together in the
same spirit to staff this year's event
on behalf of UMDF Wisconsin
Chapter.  In exchange for our labor a
contribution based on a portion of
the profits will be directed to UMDF.
The Briggs and Stratton Corporate
band "Briggs Blues Busters" played
an energetic set, as did Harley
Davidson's "Parts Rock & Accessories
Roll" donating their time and talents
Friday night on behalf of UMDF to
help Redefine Hope.  This event not
only helped to raise money but also
raise awareness and created inroads
within our community for our foun-
dation.  All of our volunteers wore
distinctive t-shirts with the UMDF
logo to identify our concern.  An esti-
mated crowd of over 20,000 was on
hand throughout the weekend and
many questions were asked regard-
ing the disease and the foundation.
Thanks again for the commitment
and united effort to help the founda-
tion further our mission and help
those we love. 

Congratulations to Sandy Rice &
Richie Bruns of the New York
Chapter on their wedding June 1,
2002. In lieu of the traditional 
wedding favors, the bride’s parents,
Joe & Pat Rice, donated $1,000 to
the UMDF in memory of Sandy’s
mom, Linda, who died March 7,
1997 of a mitochondrial disease.
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Chapter

Activities

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER

On Saturday, March 30th, the Southern California Chapter held their first
golf outing in Long Beach.  It was a beautiful sunny day with over 80 people in
attendance.  The
day included 18
holes of golf, an
all you can eat
lunch buffet and
terrific raffle and
tournament
prizes.  The event
was such a great
success, it raised
over $17,000!
Everyone had so
much fun, they
are looking for-
ward to next years
golf outing.  The
chapter would like
to thank everyone who attended and a special thank you to the Bickerstaff
Family, Keno's Restaurant, the Cooper Family, Smith-Cooper International
and First Team Real Estate in Yorba Linda for their extra help in making this
event such a success.

The chapter's next fundraiser is a huge family garage sale, scheduled for
the last Saturday in June.  Last year the chapter raised over $1,600!  This year's
goal is to double that amount.  If you live in So. California and would like to
donate slightly used items, please contact the chapter at 562-634-1557.
Chapter collects and stores donated items all year round.

UMDF Ribbon Awareness Pins have been designed by the chapter for the
UMDF National office for distribution.  These one inch, die struck flat pins
(dark green and silver) include a printed information card about mitochondr-
ial diseases.  They are great conversation pieces!  If you would like to order
your pin, please call UMDF direct at 412-793-8077 or contact your local 
chapter.

The chapter continues to have "on-going" fundraisers - MRM Vitamins,
North Bath and Body Shop, Albertsons Community Partners Cards and the
United Way.

NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

The chapter raised over $9,400 during three Boston Bruins games by
selling 50/50 raffle tickets this past spring.   Special thanks to all the
volunteers who gave their time to sell tickets.

Chapter member, Mary Ryan, held an Evening of Jewelry to benefit
UMDF in honor of her son, William Ryan.  The party, featuring the
works of Jennifer Tuton, was a great success and raised $8,000!  Thank
you Mary and Tim Ryan!  

Sharon Shaw and golfers eagerly await the start of the outing.

Meet "RADIANCE" the
UMDF "ENERGY BEAR"

The Arizona Chapter is proud to
announce the development of the
"Energy Bears"! The name of this
year's bear is "Radiance".  The bears
will sell for $10 each plus $2.50 for
shipping and handling (shipping will
vary for orders outside of the
US/Canada).

"Radiance" is a long-furred classic
brown bear with an iridescent bow
around its neck. "UMDF" is embroi-
dered on its chest and "Redefining
Hope" is embroidered above the
bear's bottom. Two bears were
designed for this year. The first one
is "Radiance" as just described and
the other is the same bear, but with
iridescent wings.

Each bear has a hangtag on its
paw and the poem inside reads:

Trials and mishaps may come 
our way,
For our cells lack energy everyday.
Through support we will endure,
As we work to find a cure.
Funding research is our plan,
To take us from where we began.

If the bears prove to be successful,
the Arizona Chapter plans to design
and name a UMDF collector bear
each year. "Radiance", the "Energy
Bear", will make a great gift for
birthdays, celebrations, get-well gifts
and for the holidays.

To order your "Energy Bear" or if
you have questions, please contact
your local chapter or if you do not
have a chapter near you, contact the
Arizona Chapter at 623-853-8533 or
the home office at 412-793-8077.

ARIZONA CHAPTER
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Michael Friedberg, member of
the Delaware Valley Chapter and
father of Zachary Friedberg, held a
fundraiser at his workplace - Liberty
Healthcare System's Revenue
Management Department.  
For $1, employees placed guesses
on the amount of candy in a jar in
honor of Zachary.  Thanks Liberty
Health employees for raising $145 to
benefit UMDF.  Another Zachary
Friedberg fundraiser was held
through the Congregation Kol Ami
via bake sales - $1,052 coming 
to UMDF.  Thanks Zachary and 
Kol Ami!

The 3rd Annual Shelly's Heroes
5K and 1 Mile Run/Walk and Blosky
Blast-Off Children's Races was, once
again, a great success - raising over
$14,000 to benefit UMDF!

Shelly’s Heroes 2002!

DELAWARE VALLEY

CHAPTER

Chapter

Activities

Children's activities were a huge hit
- kids enjoyed the Moon Bounce, the
Slime experiment, Moon Rock
Painting, and the Fizz-Powered
Rocket experiment.  Special thanks
to the Pot o' Gold Crew for organiz-
ing this wonderful event and to John

Walsh (overall male winner of the 5K
race) who generously donated his
prize money back to Shelly's Heroes!

The Haircuttery in Flourtown, PA
held a Cut-a-Thon in April and
raised $812 to benefit UMDF.

Chapter Takes Us One Step Closer to a Cure on 
June 1 Raising over $107,000!

When called upon to help end the devastating effects of
mitochondrial disease, families and friends across Ohio
came together on June 1st to raise an astounding $102,298
in celebration of the 1st Annual UMDF 5K
Run/Walk...One Step Closer to Cure!

OHIO CHAPTER
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Tomato Face Foods 
Courtesy of the 
Ohio Chapter's  Mito Messenger

Spaghetti sauce has given 
Barbara Bruck, founder of
Tomato Face Foods, a reason to
live. Barbara, diagnosed with
Mitochondrial Disease, had to be careful with her diet and medication
in order to avoid the fatigue and a myriad of symptoms that could kill
her. Her taste for red meat motivated her to create her meatless "meat
sauce" and has helped her cope and live with this incurable and degen-
erative mitochondrial cytopathy.  Not only is this no-fat spaghetti sauce

saving her life but it is destined to
help in the fight to find a cure.
Tomato Face Foods, a Division of
A&B Cuisine, LLC was established
in 2000 with a goal of creating a
great tasting healthy food and to
contribute to the fight against
Mitochondrial Disease. Ten per-
cent of the proceeds will go to the
United Mitochondrial Disease
Foundation to support research.

According to Barbara, "we began as a dream, with an unwavering
commitment to a cause and I believe that we will continue to grow,
bringing hope to those who have been touched by this disease." The
company's product is now being sold in three Ohio stores". You can
find it at all 14 Greater Cleveland Heinens Supermarkets, the West
Point Market in Akron, Internationally acclaimed Jungle Jim's, located
just outside of Cincinnati, Ohio. The Original Meatless "Meat" Sauce
may also be purchased through Stello Foods by calling 1-800-849-4599
or by Fax 814-938-8769.

This sauce is available in two flavors, ORIGINAL and MUSHROOM
and is soy based using the freshest natural ingredients and simmered
to perfection.  To learn more about The Original Meatless "Meat Sauce"
or Tomato Face Foods, visit them at their website: www.tomatoface-
foods.com or email info@tomatofacefoods.com or write Tomato Face
Foods, P.O. Box 22694, Cleveland, OH 44122.

Chapter

Activities

UPCOMING EVENTS 
IN OHIO

September 21, 2002 
UMDF Ohio Chapter Family 
Picnic, Glenn Chamberlin Park, 
Twinsburg, OH

October 19, 2002
1st Annual "Mitoween" Party

December 14, 2002
3rd Annual Holiday Celebration

The Ohio Chapter on-going 
activities:

UMDF Cookbook sales

Vacation Towards a Cure raffle 
(Disney Trip)

Radiance the UMDF Energy 
Bear sales

Barbara Bruck, with
Kara Strittmatter
from the home office,
sold her spaghetti
sauce during tke
Ohio Chapter’s run
on June 1.

What a picture perfect day it was-
a day many of us will keep etched in
our minds.  We are gearing up for
next year with many new ideas to
put together an event even bigger
and better.  Anyone interested in
organizing a run/walk in their state,
please contact the national office at
412-793-8077.

Special thanks go to KFC, Pepsi
and WOIO/WUAB for making our
first annual event such a success. 

OHIO CHAPTER



UNITED MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE FOUNDATION

UMDF MEMBERSHIP AND DONATION FORM

Name

Address

City                                                                            State              Zip

Phone: Home                                       Work                                  FAX

Email Address

■■ Enclosed are my $40 Annual Membership Dues (Outside U. S. $50 in U. S. Currency )

■■ Enclosed is my gift of $ _______ to UMDF to help sustain research and family support.

■■ My gift is $40 or more, please send me a complimentary issue of the Mitochondrial News
■■     (Dues paying members automatically receive the Mitochondrial News three times a year).

■■ Change of address

■■ Patient ■■   Spouse
■■ Parent ■■   Relative
■■ Friend / Teacher / Other
■■ Medical Professional 

Specialty ______________________
■■ Professional Organization 

Name _________________________

PLEASE CHECK

MEMBER / DONOR

UNITED MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE FOUNDATION

UMDF MEMBERSHIP RELEASE FORM

Please ■■   DO  ■■   DO NOT  provide my name and address to other members in my area.

■■   DO  ■■   DO NOT  include my phone number.

■■   DO  ■■   DO NOT  include my email address.

GENERAL RELEASE

Signature ________________________________________    Date ________________

Name

Address

City                                                                       State        Zip

Phone                                                          FAX

Email Address

Affected adult(s) / child / children’s name 
and date of birth:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE 
TO: U.M.D.F.

UMDF is a 501(c)(3) Organization.
Gifts are tax-deductible 

according to IRS regulations.
▼

UMDF accepts 
MAC, VISA or Mastercard

credit card charges for 
donations and dues. 

Fax or mail the following 
information to UMDF:
credit card number, 

expiration date, 
names as listed on the 

card and signature.
▼

Mail membership, donations 
and address changes to:

UMDF
8085 Saltsburg Road, Suite 201

Pittsburgh, PA 15239

By signing the undersigned Release, 
the signator authorizes the release of name,

addresses and/or phone numbers to be provided
to other UMDF members. 

If a physician or scientist requests names and
addresses, the member will be contacted and

given the doctor’s name. Under no circumstances
will any member’s name be released to anyone

but another member, and only if you have
approved such release by indicating above. 

UMDF assumes no responsibility for the 
protection of the data except as described 

specifically in this release. At anytime, you may
revoke your approval by delivering a written
request to UMDF. Confidentiality is of utmost

importance to UMDF and is essential to 
encourage networking among members.

■■ Yes, I want to Network!

I will complete this form and 
send to UMDF.

Please give me the appropriate 
form to receive network 
information from the 
UMDF Patient Registry.
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UMDF MISSION
To promote research for cures and treatments of mitochondrial disorders 

and to provide support to affected individuals and families.


